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Shop windows

Magda Manoliu, former university lecturer,
63 years old
Interview done by Vlad Manoliu

Until the ’90s our favourite walking places
had been those outside the inhabited areas of
the city. We would go to Her?str?u Park or to
Cernica, in the forest. In 1990 we started taking
some very strange and unusual walks, or so we
thought – we began taking walks in the streets
and looking at shop windows. We became aware
that we were going through a frenzy caused by
the colourful shop windows and by the multitude
of names. We would walk along Calea Mo[ilor
looking on each side of the street, mentally
recording each new shop. Instead of the once familiar painted boards saying “Alimentara” (grocery store), “Textile” (textiles), “Carne” (butcher’s) and so on, we now saw more cheerful
names: “Bl`n`ria La Popescu” (Popescu’s Fur
Shop) and I don’t know what Café … The shop
windows were always extremely colourful and
overloaded.
Somehow that represented the beginning of a
new life for us. And the old habit hasn’t died:
we still go and have a good time in front of new
shop windows. You don’t have to buy something;
their very existence is enough for us. Nothing
seemed more noxious than the monotony of the
streets before ’89. The decade between 1990
and 2000 was also a decade of shop windows diversity in Bucharest. The beginning was a rather
shy one, but then things began to develop into

something more complex and shops started looking different. Today, the sight of an “Escalada”
store downtown and that of a Turkish bazaar in
Obor Market are not shocking anymore. Back
then the simplest Turkish products carelessly
displayed on a stand represented a sort of gateway to a new world. And I think we weren’t the
only ones who felt this way. If you remember
how things were before 1990, you most certainly remember that if we wanted a better dress, we
would look for somebody who received packs
from abroad and we would buy old or new
clothes for astronomical prices without giving a
second thought to fashion (even if we would
have loved fashionable clothes). Little by little,
during this decade, we have grown accustomed
to take into account out figure when we bought
something, to be mindful of the fashion magazines and of our budget. We buy what we like
and what we can afford. Sometimes we shop in
second-hand stores, some other times we buy
new clothes, and there are days when we just
visit the “Escalada” as if it were a museum. At
any rate, the changes in the way the world presents itself to our eyes have triggered a change in
the way Bucharest and its shops look.
Translated by Alina Popescu

